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With sleek design lines and a sculpted bucket seat, our Bartlett
recliner makes comfort cool. It lets you adjust the back and

legrest independently for virtually endless reclining positions.
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Manual Recliner

Allows the seat and back to move together
for natural reclining movement.

Exclusive
La-Z-Boy
Mechanism

Superior frame design is quality engineered
for lasting durability.

Strongest Frame
Construction

Personalizes the effort needed to ease into a
reclining position based on body type.

Adjustable
the Back Tension
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Back and legrest adjust independently
to suit your reclining preference.

Independent Back
& Legrest Position

Complete support to the entire body in all
positions, even when reclining.

Total Body
& Lumbar Support

Provides a choice of comfortable positions that
lock in place for added safety and support.

Three-Position
Locking Footrest
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ROCKING RECLINER10T-752
Rocking recliners are perfect for those looking to rock and recline,
and with total body and lumbar support at all times.

Recline & Rock 
    at the same time

WALL RECLINER16T-752
Our wall saver recliners let you kick back, even when placed
close to a wall, making them perfect for small spaces.

6”

WALL

6

Offer 18 natural
     reclining comfort positions

Manual Recliner
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     reclining comfort positions
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

INDEPENDENT BACK
& LEGREST POSITION 

SECURE 3-POSITION
LOCKING FOOTREST

ADJUSTABLE
THE BACK TENSION

18 LOCKING
RECLINING POSITION

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

ROCKING MOTION

WALL PROXIMITY

10T 16T

MAXIMUM RECLINE ANGLE

11 in 6 in

165 165

DIMENSION: 42” W x 39” D x 40.5” H | Full Extension 68”
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WALL RECLINING SOFAT33 -752
La-Z-Boy reclining sofas raise the bar of comfort by letting you raise your feet.
Lean back in one of our reclining sofas and you’ll never relax the same way again.

DIMENSION : 89.5” W x 39” D x 40.5” H | Full Extension 68”
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6”

WALL

  Fully recline
inches from a wall 

Sofas
WALL RECLINING SOFAT33 -752
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6”

WALL

  Fully recline
inches from a wall 

Sofas



DIMENSION : 65.5” W x 39” D x 40.5” H | Full Extension 68”

Independently adjust the left and
right backs and legrests
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Loveseats
Enjoy double the comfort with our dual reclining loveseats.
It can be place mere inches from a wall.

WALL RECLINING LOVESEATT32 -752

DIMENSION : 65.5” W x 39” D x 40.5” H | Full Extension 68”

Independently adjust the left and
right backs and legrests
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Loveseats
Enjoy double the comfort with our dual reclining loveseats.
It can be place mere inches from a wall.

WALL RECLINING LOVESEATT32 -752
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Options & Upgrades
MANUAL RECLINER

With our sleek and ergonomic brushed
nickel arc handle design, reclining is
more stylish than ever.

Arc Handle

Changes location of standard right-side
handle to left-side sitting.

Left Hand Handle

Enjoy the best of both worlds. Full-reclining
comfort and 360 swivel motion.

Swivel Base [10T/RHT]
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Options & Upgrades
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Options & Upgrades



Our superior recliners and sofas come in
various styles to complement any room.


